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1. Thesis and opportunity: Unbundling nation states

As technological progress unfolds, we see dogmas being torn apart.

Technology evolves in cycles, and each new cycle leverages the progress made in the

previous one. Such progress has accelerated in the realm of software thanks to the

marginal cost of computation and open source. Web2 could not have achieved

success if it wasn’t for the proliferation and standardization of both a fully open

source cloud server stack and powerful web browser rendering engines and APIs.

Web31 then took such cloud architecture and repurposed it into running nodes for

decentralized networks, and it also leveraged such browser APIs to elevate client-side

computation.

In each of these technological waves we are seeing incumbents being dethroned, and

new networks with more efficient market structures emerge and triumph.

Said otherwise, taxi medallions were disintermediated by Uber, and a Web3 network

will disintermediate Uber. Web3 helps replace corporate monopolies with open

networks that blur the lines between common goods and companies.

But if we look at the macro-trend, it’s not only corporate monopolies that are being

replaced with open networks. Taxi medallions are provided and controlled by

governments, which have a monopoly on them. Uber disintermediates such a

monopoly, but in turn, it creates a new one. Companies have gained significant

power and some have become even more powerful than nation states themselves.

The issue arises once we understand the imbalance this creates between producers

(companies) and consumers (users). Eventually, such imbalance results in extractive

behavior from those companies.

1 https://future.a16z.com/why-web3-matters
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On the other hand, Web3 is proposing a new model where consumers and producers

overlap. Like in Web2, users contribute to making a network valuable, but only in

Web3 they get to own a piece of it2.

Such property enables Web3 networks to be fairly owned and governed, achieving a

superior level of legitimacy and trust to their Web2 counterparts.

But this is not only about Web2 corporate oligopolies.

Today we are seeing two significant trends merge: the distrust in corporations, and

the distrust in the governments and nation states.

2018 Edelman Trust Barometer
3

Both trends can be attributed to similar causes. Citizen/consumer alienation, fostered

by walled gardens and physical borders, traps the users of Web2 platforms and

citizens of nation states alike. In keeping with the pattern, these platforms and

nations both take advantage of their users by leveraging their network effects and

encouraging them to give up basic freedoms (such as privacy) in exchange for

convenience or protection.

Ultimately this brings us to rampant distrust in these institutions.

3 https://www.edelman.com/trust/2020-trust-barometer
2 https://variant.fund/writing/the-ownership-economy-crypto-and-consumer-software
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It is possible (although rather complex) for existing Web2 incumbents to reconvert

themselves into Web3, but it is way harder for nation states with hundreds of years of

baggage. Thus the grand disconnect between the technological progress of our times

and the highly inefficient nation states. We can now create an Internet-native

organization that can onboard thousands of people, generate yield and transact

globally in a few minutes, while it takes 46 days to open a business in the supposedly

business-friendly jurisdiction of Liechtenstein4.

The truth is that the technological progress over the past century has only marginally

touched the monolithic structure of the nation state. It applied a touch of make-up to

what is fundamentally a millennium-old, massively outdated behemoth still built on

the pillars of war, price and sacrifice, just like in the Dark Ages.

On a practical level, this disconnect between technological progress and the structure

of modern nation states affects the life of citizens on every level:

● Elections look like popularity contests to sway public opinion.

● Governments kick the can down the road when it comes to important

problems like climate change that are endangering our whole species. They

don’t see it as their problem if it doesn’t happen within their term.

● Education systems that proliferate the Industrial Age mindset resulting in debt

and unemployment.

● Taxation and immense bureaucracy that hinders creativity, alienates the most

talented individuals, and inhibits wealth creation.

● Long-lasting corruption schemes that make citizens question why they pay

taxes in the first place.

● Lack of transparency and behind-closed-doors decision-making that alienates

citizens.

● The mythical common goods never reach those who need them.

4 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IC.REG.DURS?locations=LI
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These problems cannot be solved by superficial action, they are deeply-rooted in

misaligned or missing incentive structures.

As mentioned above, we know what happens with incumbents when more efficient

market structures arrive. The difference with the current monolithic nation states is

that we perceive them as if they were native to humankind, and not subject to change

or disruption.

2. Opportunity: The Nation3 stack

But if we look at nation states just as institutions that offer a series of services reliant

on network effects, we can see that disrupting them is now possible. In fact, it is an

unstoppable trend now.

Early tribes gathered around a shared culture, resulting from common descent, religion

and language.

The pillars that made us perceive nation states as entities above all are now being torn

apart. Culture is now created on the Internet, and younger generations feel they

belong more to online communities than to their nation states.

Common descent is less relevant than ever before as we are all intermixed due to

globalization. Religion as a cultural nexus has faded out. Language barriers have been

torn down as English arose as the Internet’s language.

Remote work is accelerating these trends even faster, as people start shopping around

for places to live purely based on the lifestyle and comforts they provide, not

proximity to workspace.

DAOs5 are helping accelerate that transition by compartmentalizing tasks even more,

to a point where anyone can create value anywhere in the world with just skills and

an Ethereum account.

5 https://aragon.org/dao
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Nation states still have strong network effects around the services they provide, and

some exercise quite a grip on their customers, who might still be taxed even when

they stop using the services (see Eritrea and the US6).

The paradigm change that will erode those network effects is economic activity

exiting the physical realm and going into cyberspace. For long enough, nation states

have relied on expropriating wealth as a way to fund themselves, either through taxes

or inflation.

7

Cumulative Inlation 1913-2020

As value moves towards cyberspace and the Internet moves away from fiat

currencies, nation states will struggle to expropriate more. While previous

7 https://inflationdata.com/Inflation/Inflation/DecadeInflation.asp#/
6 https://nomadcapitalist.com/finance/citizenship-based-taxation-just-the-us-and-a-wartorn-country/
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technological cycles gave rise to an Internet economy, such an economy was still

piggybacking off the old system (think Visa, Stripe).

We attached a pretty UI and intuitive swipe gestures to old banking systems and came

out with a fintech industry worth trillions of dollars. How far can we get with an

entirely new infrastructure we already have, completely independent from centralised

institutions?

Web3 moves further away from the traditional system and constitutes its own

jurisdiction.

A global Internet currency, the ownership economy, DAOs and remote work will

pave the way to a global restructuring of nation states, cities and entire economies.

It has become possible for entrepreneurs to launch services that compete with those

provided by nation states, unbundling the nation state into a stack of composable

services and networks that will outcompete the incumbents by having better

distribution, fair pricing and restoring the agency of their constituents.

We call it the Nation3 stack.

But we shouldn’t assume that new nations will look like the ones we have today. For

example, it wouldn’t make sense for someone to create a new religious order to

outcompete the ones endorsed by nation states. Instead, we can look at religion as a

former provider of cultural alignment, look at the new shape of society, and imagine

new ways to provide cultural alignment and belonging. Said otherwise, it is likely that

new networks will outperform existing nation states by playing different games,

instead of taking them head on.

6



We are at the dawn of this new movement, and we are already seeing the early

attempts to re-imagine nation states. Kong8, one of the first cloud countries with

token-based citizenship, has already started issuing physical passports and has

launched its own physical/digital currency9. Prospera10, a special economic zone

created in Honduras, is taking a reverse, land-first approach: by entering into an

agreement with the Honduras government for a physical piece of land, it was able to

get a card-blanche on having its own constitution, laws, taxes, and solarpunk-like

physical infrastructure. Yet another approach in the same direction is the a16z-backed

Friends with Benefits DAO, kickstarted initially as a token-gated Discord community

centred around shared values, quickly scaled to a multi-thousand people group

hosting parties around the world. A seemingly harmless activity, when carried out by

talented, culturally- and financially-aligned Web3 natives, inevitably leads to large

capital reserves, which they intend to use towards purchasing property in the physical

world and creating a “digital archipelago”11 of interconnected physical communities.

11 https://1729.com/the-network-state
10 https://prospera.hn
9 https://kong.cash
8 https://kong.land
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We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to reimagine the very fabric of our society.

We at Nation3 are focused on that opportunity, investing in Web3 networks and

companies that fit within the Nation3 stack.

3. Market structure

The ultimate goal of Nation3 is to help create cloud nations with sovereign land.

Built cloud-first land-last as Balaji Srinivasan put it12, these are online communities

fragmented across the world that are united by a shared purpose and aim to one day

become a fully-fletched nation state.

Just like with a piece of software, there are a number of dependencies before we can

unlock the full suite of services of an Internet-native nation state. We have attempted

to portray these dependencies in the form of a tech tree13, starting from the most

fundamental invention laying the groundwork for everything else: Bitcoin. The tech

tree is a living organism, and we have no doubt more branches will emerge as we

progress towards the goal.

13 https://twitter.com/balajis/status/1456163613857570821
12 https://1729.com/how-to-start-a-new-country
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Nation3 tech tree
14

We have classified the technologies into:

a) built and mature (like Bitcoin and Etherum);

b) built but still consolidating (like DAOs and L2 solutions);

c) emergent but technically feasible (i.e. no dependencies to start building right now,

like dispute resolution systems and universally provable identities);

d) not built and still technically infeasible (i.e. at least one step removed in the

dependency tree, like cloud nations that can own land).

Like in every technological wave, new technology borrows from previous ones, but it

often ends up becoming fundamentally different.

14 https://www.figma.com/file/yxGvA90sVvuhOUaogHHkAt/Nation3-tech-tree?node-id=0%3A1
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Major computing waves generally have two eras: the skeuomorphic era and the native

era.
15

We don’t expect these new nation states to look like their traditional counterparts, so

we are building from first principles and not imitating what we already know.

We envision the creation of Nation3 as a multi-phased development, first emerging

in the shape of online-only communities with the ethos and intent of becoming a

sovereign entity (cloud nations, culture DAOs, UBI DAOs); followed by cloud nations

owning non-sovereign land across the globe, which would be used to provide

services and communal spaces for its citizens; and finally, fully sovereign

nation-states built with an internet-native approach and a Web3 toolbox.

While some of the elements in the tech tree, such as cloud nations, UBI DAOs, and

culture DAOs are dependent on a number of other still emergent technologies, we are

already witnessing the first attempts at building them. It is in the ethos of crypto and

grassroots community approach that things start taking shape before all components

are ready, and gradually improve as more and more of the stack gets mature. Since

crypto networks tend to exponentially skew value accrual towards early contributors,

we believe it would make sense for Nation3 to make selective bets on some of these

early opportunities.

4. How we invest

We invest with a thesis-driven approach and the goal to make Nation3 a reality,

while generating outsized returns to our investors. Our intention is to fund the

development of decentralized networks and companies that fit within the Nation3

stack in sequential order, while selectively making early bets at opportunities further

away in the stack, where we believe early involvement could be rewarded

exponentially.

15 https://future.a16z.com/tokens-are-a-new-digital-primitive-analogous-to-the-website
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With Nation3 Fund I, our core brand messaging and proactive sourcing efforts will

focus on those elements of the stack that we internally define as Nation3 primitives,

like dispute resolution protocols, as opposed to more broad Web3 primitives like

universally provable identity. While we intend to be a lead investor in the Nation3

primitives and applications, we would collaborate and co-invest into relevant Web3

primitives with funds we respect in the ecosystem, such as Fabric Ventures,

Placeholder, Inflection, Variant and Libertus, to name a few.

We will invest in early (seed) stage networks and companies, and are comfortable

holding both tokens and equity. Nation3 is taking a multi-fund approach to investing,

which allows us to continuously develop and refine the thesis, adapting to the

changing environment. We expect to make 25-30 investments during the fund’s

3-year investing period, writing check sizes averaging around $750k. To be in the

position to meaningfully support teams we back further down the line, we intend to

raise opportunity funds for follow on investments.

Key to our strategy is building a narrative that inspires the next generation of

founders to build the key components leading us to the nation state of the future. As

such, we intend to place a strong emphasis on the Nation3 brand and community. We

have experienced what it is like to build companies, and empathy with founders is

truly in our heart. We hope to build genuine, family-like relationships with those

hopeful, bold, and visionary souls that commit their time (and nerves) to building a

better world for us. Staying by their side is the least we can do, so investor-founder

loyalty is core in our books.

Our partnership combines VC and founder experience into something we hope

would make us useful to early stage teams: we won’t shy away from tech

whiteboarding sessions, go-to-market brainstorming, brand workshops, or even

internal crisis management (things get intense when you are building important,

society-redefining ventures).
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We also plan to leverage the nascent community around cloud nations and crypto

cities, open sourcing our knowledge16 in line with the Web3 ethos, and engage with

the community to refine it. We expect to generate unique dealflow and opportunities

being an active player within those communities.

16 https://wiki.nation3.org
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5. Market timing

The trends that are coming together to create this opportunity are:

● Lack of trust in institutions: As mentioned previously, we are seeing trust

decrease year-by-year as governments miserably fail to swiftly respond to

humankind’s most pressing issues, like climate change.

● Remote work: Enabled by the Internet and further accelerated by COVID,

remote work enables talented individuals to have unprecedented mobility.

● Creative work: The end of work as a linear function, resulting from the

transition between the Industrial Era and the Information Era, is undermining

the existing 9-to-5 model, deeply tied to the Industrial State.

● Compartmentalization of work: Largely enabled by DAOs, work is

becoming more and more a mesh of tasks rather than 9-to-5 full-time jobs.

● Gamification of work: Fueled by advancements in user engagement and UX

within digital tools, work is becoming more rewarding at each step.

● Emergence of dry code as opposed to wet code
17: Thanks to Ethereum and

other smart contract platforms, the need to depend on the bureaucratic systems

imposed by nation states, and facilitated by entire industries devoted to them,

is further decreasing.

● Ownership economy: Contrary to the previous model of value extortion

and “user-as-the-product” concept, Web3 has turned things around,

making users the beneficiaries of the value they help create. This

approach has helped attract early adopters and bootstrap networks in

their dawn.

● Jurisdictional competition: Mostly enabled by remote work, nation states

are starting to aggressively compete against each other to become friendlier to

different emergent groups, such as remote workers or the crypto-wealthy.

17 http://unenumerated.blogspot.com/2006/11/wet-code-and-dry.html
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Those trends maturing and reaching exit velocity indicates that now is an optimal

time to start building the Nation3 stack. Although for insiders those trends reaching

exit velocity signals the inevitable decline of nation states as we know them, nation

states still exist within the dogmatic realm for society at large.

Technological Revolutions and Financial Capital
18

The Nation3 stack is still in the gestation stage, and we believe it will enter the big

bang stage during 2022. While Web3 at large might be crossing the turning point

now and entering into deployment stage, we believe that the Nation3 stack is today

where Bitcoin was in 2011.

18 http://www.carlotaperez.org/pubs?s=tf&l=en&a=technologicalrevolutionsandfinancialcapital
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